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Abstract— Routing protocols are an essential part of the
efficient design of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Existing
routing protocols such as DSR, AODV, and TORA are based
on a best effort strategy [18][19]. However, in order for
MANETs to be practical for more demanding real time
applications such as multimedia, providing a certain needed
level of quality of service becomes an essential component in
the communication protocol design [2][11][21][22]. QoS routing
protocols provide the capability of finding a path between two
nodes which satisfies the application layer’s minimum bandwidth
requirements. Previous papers addressed this issue for different
communication environments such as TDMA (Time Division
Multiple Access) [7][8][12][13] and CDMA (Code Division
Multiple Access)-over-TDMA [3][14][15]. While most of these
models are generally more practical and less expensive, they
impose on the designer the constraint of the hidden terminal and
exposed terminal problems. The paper by Liao and Tseng [12]
addressed these issues and provided a TDMA-based bandwidth
reservation protocol for QoS routing in MANETs. However,
this protocol does not account for the race condition which can
become more significant with increased node mobility, network
density and higher traffic loads. This race condition is also a
limitation of other QoS routing protocols [7][8]. This paper
addresses this issue and provides a protocol which enables the
network to cope with this and other related problems such as
parallel reservation. We also provide increased optimizations
which significantly enhance the throughput and efficiency of the
QoS routing protocol.

Keywords: mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), quality-of-
service (QoS), routing, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA),
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Networking is becoming an essential part of society, and
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) provide flexibility and
adaptability in this environment [21][22]. As mobile electronic
devices advance in capabilities, communication between these
devices becomes essential. MANETs allow mobile computers
and devices to communication with each other without an
existing fixed topology or wiring. Mobile nodes establish a
network on the fly as they come within range of each other.
Communication between two nodes is done either directly with
1-hop if they are within range of each other, or indirectly
using multiple hops through intermediate nodes in between.
Nodes are free to move around, join and leave the network as
needed. As this happens, new links form as nodes come within
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range of each other, and existing links break as two nodes
move out of range of each other. These constant changes in
topology impose a significant challenge for the communication
protocols to continue to provide multi-hop communication
between nodes.

Existing MANET routing protocols provide the capability
for establishing multi-hop paths between nodes on a best
effort basis [18][19]. However, some applications, such as real-
time and multimedia, need not only the capability to establish
communications between nodes but also require of the network
quality of service (QoS) guarantees on bandwidth, bit error
rate, and delay. The bandwidth requirement is usually the most
essential and challenging in such a dynamic environment.

There are several papers that address the subject of QoS
routing in MANETs in different environments and with dif-
ferent models and approaches [5][10][16][20][23][24]. In this
paper, we consider the problem of QoS routing in a TDMA
(Time Division Multiple Access) environment. This commu-
nication protocol is a simpler and less costly alternative to the
CDMA-over-TDMA environment. QoS routing protocols for
CDMA-over-TDMA based ad hoc networks are considered
in other papers [3][7][8][14][15]. In the latter protocol, a
particular node’s use of a slot on a link is dependent only upon
the status of its 1-hop neighbor’s use of this slot. However, in
the TDMA model, which we assume in this paper, a node’s use
of a slot depends not only on the status of its 1-hop neighbor’s
use of this slot; its 2-hop neighbor’s current use of this slot
must be considered as well. This is due to the well-known
hidden and exposed terminal problems [7][12], which must be
taken into account. Ahidden terminal problem in a wireless
environment is created when two nodes,B andC for example,
which are out of range of each other transmit to a third node
A, which can hear both of them. This creates a collision of
the two transmissions at this third node,A. On the other hand
an exposed terminal is created in the following manner. A
nodeA is within range of two other nodesB andC (between
them) which are out of range of each other, andA wants to
transmit to one of them, nodeB for example. The other node,
C in this case, is still able to transmit to a fourth node,E
which is in C ’s range (but out of the range of nodeA). Here
A is an exposed terminal toC but can still transmit toB.

Liao and Tseng [12] provided a TDMA-based bandwidth
reservation protocol for QoS routing in MANETs. However,
their approach does not consider several issues, such as racing
conditions and parallel reservation problems. They use only
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two states to indicate the status of each slot:free and
reserved. Since simultaneous QoS route request messages
reserve slots independently, multiple reservations can occur
at each particular slot. These race conditions can reduce
the throughput and efficiency of communications in such an
environment as mobility of the nodes increases. In this paper
we address these issues and provide a solution to these prob-
lems. Namely, we provide a race-free bandwidth reservation
protocol for QoS routing in TDMA-based ad hoc networks.
Our protocol also improves the performance of the network,
especially in conditions of higher network density, higher
node mobility and increased traffic. Furthermore, we provide
some optimization techniques, which additionally contribute
to improving the efficiency of the QoS routing protocol.

In order to solve the race condition and parallel reservation
problem, our protocol adopts a more conservative strategy.
While previous work in this area uses two states to control slot
release and reservation:free andreserved, our protocol uses
three states:free, allocated, andreserved to better control
this process and provide race-free operation. The addition of
the allocated state which is described in detail later in this
paper, allows nodes to avoid the multiple allocation of the
same slots which are allocated by a forwarded QoS route
request message but not yet confirmed (i.e.reserved) with a
QoS route reply message. Furthermore, our protocol provides
more performance optimization through the use of a wait-
before-reject strategy which allows a QoS route request a
better chance of getting forwarded (i.e. not rejected) by an
intermediate node (i.e. enough slots are able to be allocated for
the QoS request) in case the allocated slots are freed within a
predetermined acceptable delay. This is done using TTL timers
which revert slot status fromallocated to free in the case
where the QoS reply massage is not received whithin a period
of time which allows it to comply with the QoS route request
delay requirements.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses related work that has been done in this
field. Section 3 provides background and current research. It
also discusses the limitations of existing protocols and the
racing conditions which are possible with certain situations,
and which degrade the performance of the routing protocol.
Also, in this section, we provide examples and discuss the
occurrence of the racing conditions. In section 4, we present
our protocol along with the corresponding algorithms, queue
and timer definitions and slot status update rules. We also show
how our protocol solves the race conditions and discuss the
effect of the strategies used on the network performance. The
last section will present conclusions and future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Bandwidth reservation with QoS routing in MANETS is
an issue that has been and continues to be investigated by
current researchers. In [3] a ticket-based QoS reservation
protocol has been proposed. However, it makes the assumption
that the bandwidth calculation of a node can be determined
independently of its neighbors. This is a strong assumption
because such a protocol might require a multi-antenna model.

In [14][15] a calculation algorithm for bandwidth is presented.
However, it assumes that neighboring nodes broadcast with
different codes, which is the case in CDMA-over-TDMA
model. In that case a code assignment algorithm must be used.
Such an algorithm was presented in [1][6].

The protocols in [4][9][14][15] combine information from
both the network and data link layers. One of several paths to
the destination are discovered, regardless of the link bandwidth
available on the nodes along those paths. The path bandwidth
to the destination is calculated only after the path is discov-
ered. Having to discover the paths to the destination before
determining whether the required bandwidth is available along
those paths provides for less scalability, less adaptability
to fast topology changes, added calculation overhead, and
increased message traffic. In [7][8], this combined approach is
also used. The authors took two existing on-demand routing
protocols, the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Protocol,
or AODV [19], and Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm,
or TORA [17][18], and modified them to perform scheduling
and resource reservation for time-slotted data link control
mechanisms, such as TDMA. Although the focus of that work
is on bandwidth reservation within a TDMA framework, this
technique can be extended to other data link layer types. The
protocols in [7][8] use some of the scheduling mechanisms
presented in [15]. However, their approach is different from
those in the above protocols in that they incorporate QoS
path finding based on bandwidth-scheduling mechanism into
already existing ad hoc non-QoS routing protocols, AODV
and TORA. Their routing algorithms add several messages and
procedures to those protocols to support QoS path reservation
and release.

Liao and Tseng present a ticket-based protocol for CDMA-
over-TDMA for ad hoc networks [13]. It is a multi-path QoS
routing protocol for finding a route with bandwidth constraints
in a MANET. As opposed to the proactive routing protocol in
[3], their protocol is based on an on-demand process to search
for a QoS route, so no global link state information has to be
collected in advance. The protocol in [13] can flexibly adapt to
the status of the network by spending route-searching overhead
only when the bandwidth is limited and a satisfactory QoS
route is difficult to find.

As opposed to the CDMA-over-TDMA model used in
[13][14][15], this paper assumes the simpler model of TDMA
environment. This model is less costly for implementation.
However, the bandwidth calculations would be further compli-
cated by the hidden and exposed terminal problems. In [12],
Liao and Tseng proposed a bandwidth reservation protocol
for QoS routing in TDMA-based MANETs, which considers
the hidden and exposed terminal problems. However, that
paper along with the other papers mentioned above did not
address the issue of racing conditions and parallel reservation
conflicts. Such problems arise in MANETs and become more
significant with higher traffic loads and increased node density,
and mobility [7][8][12].

III. B ACKGROUND AND CURRENT RESEARCH

The networking environment that we assume in this paper is
TDMA-based. In this environment, a single channel is used to
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communicate between nodes. The TDMA frame is composed
of a control phase and a data phase [3][15]. Each node in the
network has a designated control time slot, which it uses to
transmit its control information. However, the different nodes
in the network must compete for the use of the data time slots
in the data phase of the frame.

Liao and Tseng [12] show the challenge of transmitting and
receiving in a TDMA single channel environment, which is
non-trivial. The hidden and exposed terminal problems make
each node’s allocation of slots dependent on its 1-hop and 2-
hop neighbor’s current use of that slot. This will be explained
in a detailed example given in a following section. The model
we use in this paper is similar to that used by Liao and Tseng,
but includes modifications to support our protocol. Each node
keeps track of the slot status information of its 1-hop and
2-hop neighbors. This is necessary in order to allocate slots
in a way that does not violate the slot allocation conditions
imposed by the nature of the wireless medium and to take
the hidden and exposed terminal problems into consideration.
Below are the slot allocation conditions which are discussed
in detail in [12].

A. Slot allocation conditions

A time slot t is considered free to be allocated to send data
from a nodex to a nodey if the following conditions are true
[12]:

1) Slot t is not scheduled for receiving or transmitting in
neither nodex nor y.

2) Slot t is not scheduled for receiving in any nodez that
is a 1-hop neighbor ofx.

3) Slot t is not scheduled for sending in any nodez that is
a 1-hop neighbor ofy.

The protocol we use is similar to that used in [12] but with
modification which solves the race conditions, which we will
discuss in detail later in this paper. The protocol is on-demand,
source based and similar to DSR [18]. Its on-demand nature
makes it generally more efficient, since control overhead traffic
is only needed when data communication between nodes is
desired.

When a nodeS wants to send data to a nodeD with
a bandwidth requirement ofb slots, it initiates the QoS
path discovery process. Nodex, which is the source node,
determines if enough slots are available to send from itself to
at least one of its 1-hop neighbors, and if so, then broadcasts
a QREQ(S, D, id, b, x, PATH, NH) to all of its neighbors.
The message contains the following fields:

1) S: ID of the source node.
2) D: ID of the destination node.
3) id: Message ID. The(s, D, id) triple is therefore unique

for every QREQ message and is used to prevent looping.
4) b: Number of slots required in the QoS path fromS to

D.
5) x: The node ID of the host that is forwarding this QREQ

message.
6) PATH: A list of the form ((h1, l1), (h2, l2), ..., (hk,

lk)). It contains the accumulated list of hosts and time
slots, which have been allocated by this QREQ message

so far.hi is the ith host in the path, andli is the list of
slots used byhi to send tohi+1.

7) NH: A list of the form ((h
′
1, l

′
1), (h

′
2, l

′
2), ..., (h

′
k,

l
′
k)). It contains the next hop information. If nodex is

forwarding this QREQ message, then NH contains a list
of the next hop host candidates. The couple (h

′
i, l

′
i) is

the ID of the host, which can be a next hop in the path,
along with a list of the slots, which can be used to send
data fromx to h

′
i.

Each node maintains and updates three tables, ST, RT and
H. At a nodex, the tables are denoted bySTx , RTx andHx.
The tables contain the following information:

• STx[1..n, 1..s]: This is the send table which contains slot
status information for the 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors. For
a neighbori and slotj, STx[i, j], can have one of the
following values representing three different states: 0 -
for free, 1 - for allocated to send, 2 - for reserved to
send.

• RTx[1..n, 1..s]: This is the receive table which contains
slot status information for the 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors.
For a neighbori and slotj, RTx[i, j], can have one of
the following values representing three different states: 0
- for free, 1 - for allocated to receive, 2 - for reserved to
receive.

• Hx[1..n, 1..n]: This table contains information about
node x’s 1-hop and 2-hop neighborhood. If an entry
Hx[i, j] is 1, this means that nodei, which is a 1-hop
neighbor of nodex, has nodej as a neighbor; an entry
of infinity indicates that it does not.

Let z1 andz2 be two 1-hop neighbors of a nodey. Note that,
according to the slot selection rules stated earlier, a slott that
is available to send fromy to z1 is not necessarily available
to send fromy to z2. This is because the slot could be free
to send and receive iny’s ST and RT tables, and all 1-hop
neighbors ofz1 are sending and not receiving in slott, but
not all 1-hop neighbors ofz2 are sending and not receiving in
t.

The QREQ message is forwarded by the intermediate nodes
that are able to allocateb slots to send data and can therefore
be a part of the QoS path that is being discovered and reserved.

As the QREQ message propagates from the source to the
destination, the slot reservation information is not updated in
the ST and RT tables. This unconfirmed reservation informa-
tion is only maintained and updated in the QREQ message as
propagates through the nodes. The status of the corresponding
slots in the ST and RT tables in the nodes continues to be
free. This can lead to multiple reservations of the same slots
by different QREQ messages due to a race condition, which is
explained later in this paper. If and when the QREQ message
arrives at the destination nodeD, then indeed, a QoS path
to send data fromS to D with b slots in each hop was
discovered. In this case, the destinationD replies by unicasting
aQREP (S, D, id, b, PATH, NH) back to the source, which
confirms the path that was allocated by the corresponding
QREQ message. The QREP message propagates fromD to
S through all of the intermediate nodes that are specified in
PATH. PATH contains a list of the nodes along the discovered
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path along with the slots which were allocated for this path
at each node. As the QREP message propagates through the
intermediate nodes, each node updates its ST and RT tables
with the slot reservation information in the QREP message and
changes the status of the corresponding slots toreserved. This
represents the confirmation of the reservation of the slots for
the discovered path.

B. Race condition and parallel race condition

Race conditionThis condition occurs when multiple reser-
vations happen simultaneously at an intermediate node. Con-
sider the situation in Figure 1. When a node B receives QREQ1
(with b slots required) from node A to node C, it allocates
b slots and forwards the request. Let slott be among these
allocated slots. Before B receives the reply message, QREP1,
which would confirm the QoS path reservation from node C
to A and reserve the allocated slots, it is possible that another
request, QREQ2, can arrive at node B. QREQ2 from node D
requests to reserve another path from node D to node E passing
through node B. In the algorithm in [12], node B would
potentially go ahead and allocate one or more of the same
slots, including slott in this example, for the other request,
QREQ2, for the path from D to E. When the reply message,
QREP1, arrives at B to confirm the QoS path reservation from
C to A, node B will go ahead and confirm these allocated slots,
including slot t, and mark them as reserved in itsST andRT
tables. Later, when the other reply message, QREP2, arrives
at node B to confirm the QoS path from D to E, node B will
potentially again reserve the same slots, including slott in this
example, for the second QoS path. Therefore, due to this race
condition, the same slott was reserved for two different QoS
paths. This would create a conflict when the source nodes start
using these reserved QoS paths to send data.

The conflict arises when the packets are transmitted from
A to C and D to E simultaneously, and two data packets
from two different paths arrive at node B. In this case, node
B must decide which data packet it will actually send. The
other data packet will be dropped. In this case, node B can,
if the protocol requires, inform the other source of this error
condition, or the source would simply time out the request. The
corresponding source must then start the process of trying to
reserve a new QoS path all over again. This leads to a decline
in the throughput. In this paper, we propose to fix this problem
which we call therace conditiondue to multiple reservations
at an intermediate node.

Parallel reservations problem. Consider the situation in
Figure 2. In this case, we have two parallel paths, ABCD
and EFGH, that are being reserved. Two or more of the
intermediate nodes belonging to the two parallel paths are
1-hop neighbors. In this case node B, which belongs to the
first path, and node F, which belongs to the other path are 1-
hop neighbors. This is indicated in the figure using the dashed
lines. The same relationship exists between nodes C and G.
When the QREQ1 is propagating from node A to D, the slots
are allocated at the intermediate nodes. However, if the slot
allocation information is not maintained by the nodes, say
node B here, but is only placed in the QREQ1 message, then

B

QREQ1A
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E

QREQ2

QREP1

QREP2

Fig. 1. Multiple QoS path reservation competition.
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Fig. 2. Parallel reservation problem at nodes B and F (similarly, at nodes C
and G).

no memory of this allocation is kept by the node, as is the case
in [12]. This can cause another type of race condition, which
we call the parallel reservation problem. This problem arises if,
before QREQ1 propagates and is confirmed, the same process
occurs with QREQ2 and node F allocates slots for the other
QoS path and does not take into consideration the allocation
of slots for QREQ1 at node B.

If both QREQ messages are successful in reserving their
corresponding paths, a potential problem exists because the
slot allocations at nodes B and F can be violating the slot
allocation conditions mentioned earlier in this paper. Nodes B
and F each did the allocation based on information which did
not consider the other 1-hop neighbor node’s slot allocation
for the corresponding parallel path being reserved. Again,

E

B

A

HD

CQREP1QREQ1

QREQ2 QREP2

Fig. 3. Parallel reservation problem at nodes B and E.
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Fig. 4. Multiple QoS path reservation competition. R: scheduled to receive.
S: scheduled to send. empty: not scheduled to receive or send.

if the two parallel paths are reserved successfully and data
transmission is started along these paths, collisions will occur
at the 1-hop neighbors belonging to the different parallel paths.
In this example, nodes B and F would experience this collision
in their transmissions. A similar situation can occur between
any 1-hop neighbors belonging to the two parallel paths, for
example, between nodes C and G of the same figure.

It is important to note that this parallel reservation problem
can occur in any situation where the two paths have 1-hop
neighbors, with each belonging to the other path. This would
also be the case in the example presented in Figure 3, where
nodes B and E are 1-hop neighbors who belong to two
different QoS paths. In this paper, we propose an algorithm
to fix this problem, which we call theparallel reservation
problem.

C. A more detailed example

Consider the nodes in Figure 4. Node A wants to request a
QoS path to node C withb = 3 (i.e. the required bandwidth
is 3 slots). Node A sends a QoS request, QREQ1, to reserve
the path. The QREQ message travels through the nodes on its
way to C and arrives at node B. We see that node B has nodes
F and G as 1-hop neighbors, and node G has node B and H
as 1-hop neighbors. Node B will now try to allocate slots for
this arriving QREQ1 message to send to each of its 1-hop
neighbors, if there are b slots available to send from itself to
this neighbor. It will calculate the number of slots available to
each of those neighbors and will place those neighbors along
with the allocated slots in the next hop list (NH). Node B will
then include the next hop list (NH) in the QREQ1 message
before it broadcasts (forwards) it.

Let’s consider the process of calculating the number of slots
available to send from node B to its 1-hop neighbor, node G.
Node B has slot allocation information for itself and for all
of its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors including node G. Node B
realizes that it cannot allocate slots 2 and 5, because they are
scheduled by node B itself, to send and receive (slot selection
rule 1). It also realizes that it cannot allocate slots 3 and
4, because they are scheduled to send and receive in node
G (slot allocation rule 1). It cannot use slot 1 because it is
scheduled to receive in one of its 1-hop neighbors, node F

(slot allocation rule 2). Note that this is due to the hidden
terminal problem; if node B sends to G using slot 1, this will
cause a collision at node F which is using slot 1 to receive
as well. Furthermore, node B cannot use slot 6, because it is
scheduled to send in node H, which is a 1-hop neighbor of
the node it intends to send to, node G (slot allocation rule
3). Note that this is another example of the hidden terminal
problem, because if node B sends to node G using slot 6, it
will cause a collision at node G. However, node B can use
slot 7 to send to node G even though it is scheduled to send
in node F. This is the exposed terminal problem. In fact, it
would be more desirable for node B to allocate this slot to
send to node G; this would increase channel reuse, a desired
goal in wireless communications. Therefore, this leaves slots
7 through 12 which are free to send from node B to node G
in this example.

After the calculation above, node B allocates slots 7, 8, and
9 to send from itself to G. It includes G in its next hop list NH
along with the list of the slots 7, 8, and 9. It then broadcasts the
QREQ1 message. In [12], node B does not keep track of this
allocation which is only remembered in the forwarded QREQ1
message. So, until node B receives the corresponding QREP1
message which will be propagated from the destination C, slots
7, 8, and 9 in node B will remainfree. They will only change
status fromfree to reserved when and if the corresponding
QREP1 message arrives from node C on its way to node A to
confirm the QoS path A..FBG..C slot reservations. This poses
no problem so long as no other requests arrive at node B during
the period between forwarding QREQ1 and receiving the reply
message QREP1. However, consider a situation where another
request, QREQ2, arrives at node B from a source node D
trying to reserve a QoS path from itself to node E with b=3
(i.e. the required bandwidth is 3 slots). Node B in this case
will look at its slot status tables and will see no allocation for
slots 7 through 12. It will then proceed to allocate some of
these slots for this newly requested path. If the corresponding
slot allocation procedure allocates slots 7, 8 and 9 for this
new path and includes them in the next hop list, NH, then
Node B will broadcast (forward) QREQ2 to node I which is
on the path to node E. When QREP1 arrives at node B, it will
change the status of slots 7, 8 and 9 to reserved. Afterwards,
QREP2 will arrive at node B from node E on its way to node
D. Node B will then have the problem of double allocation of
slots 7, 8 and 9. In [12] the slots are reserved again (double
reservation) for the second path. This will lead to a conflict at
node B when data transmission using the two different paths
starts. This is a multiple reservation problem due to a race
condition at node B.

A similar example can be shown for the parallel reservation
problem. This was described in Figure 3 where node B would
select the slots to forward QREQ1 by considering only the
status of the slots in node E prior to the allocation done by
node E for the slots for QREQ2. When QREP1 returns to
node B and QREP2 returns to node E, they both reserve the
allocated slots. These slot selections can be in violation of the
slot allocation rules and result in collisions when data transfer
using the two different QoS paths begin.
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IV. OUR PROTOCOL

In order to solve the race conditions described earlier
and enhance network performance, especially in situations of
increased node mobility, increased node density and higher
traffic loads, our protocol uses a more conservative strategy.
This strategy is implemented using the following features:

1) Three states for each slot in the ST and RT tables
described earlier:reserved, allocated, free. The three
states are defined in the following manner:Free: not
yet allocated or reserved.Allocated: in process of being
reserved, but not yet confirmed. This means that the slot
is allocated by a QREQ message but the corresponding
QREP message has not yet arrived to confirm the
reservation.Reserved: reservation is confirmed and the
slot can be used for data transmission.

2) As the QREQ message propagates from source to des-
tination, slot status is changed fromfree to allocated
in the intermediate nodes. Therefore, we maintain this
information in the ST and RT tables of the nodes
as opposed to only preserving this information in the
QREQ message with no memory of it in the nodes as is
the case in [12]. As the QREP message propagates from
the destination to the source the corresponding slot status
in the nodes is changed fromallocated to reserved.

3) Wait-before-reject at an intermediate node with three
conditions to alleviate the multiple reservation at in-
termediate node problem. (conditon 1: all required
slots are available,condition 2: not-now-but-wait, and
condition 3: immediate drop or reject of QREQ).

4) TTL timer for allocated and reserved slots.
5) TTL timers for maximum total QREQ propagation delay

allowed, and for maximum total QREQ/QREP delay
allowed (i.e. maximum QoS path acquisition time).

The following is an overview of the protocol. When a
source nodeS wants to reserve a QoS path to send data to
a destination nodeD, it sends theQREQ(S, D, id, b, x,
PATH, NH) message which was described earlier. If and
when the QREQ message reaches nodeD, then this means
that there was a QoS path fromS to D which was discovered,
and there were at leastb free slots to send data from each
node to each subsequent node along the discovered path.
These slots are now marked asallocated in the corresponding
nodes (in the ST and RT tables). In this case, nodeD
unicasts aQREP (S, D, id, b, PATH, NH) message, which
was also described earlier, to nodeS. This message is sent
along the nodes indicated inPATH. As the QREP message
propagates back to the source node, all of the intermediate
nodes along the allocated path must confirm the reservation
of the corresponding allocated slots (i.e. change their status
from allocated to reserved). The timing and propagation
of the QREQ and QREP messages are controlled by timers,
a queueing process, and synchronous and asynchronous slot
status broadcasts, which we discuss in detail later in the paper.

A. Wait timers

We define the following timers, which control the allowable
delay of the propagation of the QREQ and QREP messages

through the system. These timers can be initialized to a tunable
value which can vary according to the requirements of the
application being used. It is also possible to disable some of
these timers, which are specified below, if the application does
not have such delay requirements.

TTL allocated slot time. Each slott in ST and RT tables
has a TTLt (Time to Live) count down timer associated
with it. This TTLt timer is only needed when the slot is
set from free to allocated. As soon as a slot is converted
from free to allocated, its TTL timer gets set to a certain
time to live parameter. This is a tunable parameter, which
can be determined according to the application needs. The
TTLt timer is set to 0 upon initialization and when the slot
becomes free. When the status of a slott is changed from
free to allocated due to a QREQ, which is processed by
the node, theTTLt timer is initialized to a predetermined
TTL allocated slot time. This time should be at least equal
to the RTT (Round Trip Time) for a QREQ to come back as
a QREP. This time is a tunable parameter which can be fixed
according to the application requirements and/or the network
size and/or density. It can be increased with a larger number
of nodes in the network. A reasonable value could be2∗RTT ,
but it could be set to a smaller or larger value depending on
the size and propagation delay characteristics of the network
involved.

A large value for thisTTLt timer corresponds to a con-
servative strategy. If it is too large, a slot would have to wait
too long to automatically convert back to free. That lengthens
the path acquisition time for a QREQ, which might not be
desirable in certain applications. On the other hand, if the
TTL time is too small, then a node is too anxious to return
allocated slots to free status before the reservation is confirmed
with a QREP message. This creates a risk of converting a
slot back to free status too soon. After a short amount of
time, the corresponding QREP message of the QREQ message
that initially allocated this slot comes back. However, this slot
which was changed to free can now be allocated for another
path. This way, double allocation of the same slot exists for
two different paths, and this leads to a racing condition, the
very condition the protocol strives to avoid.

TTL reservedslot time. When a slot is reserved (i.e. its
allocation is confirmed and it is inreserved status) for a
particular QoS path, it must be used for actual data trans-
mission within a certain time out period which we define
as theTTL reserved slot time. This time is a parameter
which can be set according to the application and network
environment involved. If at any time a slot is not used for
data transmission for more than this time, it must be returned
to free status. This is done in the following manner. The
associated timer is refreshed each time the slot is used for
data transmission. The timer is constantly counted down. If
this timer reaches zero at any time then the slot is returned
back tofree status. This timing is also useful for a situation
where the QREP message used to confirm slot reservation is
successful in propagating from the destination through some
nodes but then is not forwarded to the source. In this case, the
nodes which already confirmed the reservation of their slots
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will still be able to return these slots back to free status after
this time out period.

Max QREQ node wait time. The QREQ can wait at
an intermediate node for a maximum amount of time
Max QREQ node wait time. This is a parameter that is set
to a tunable value according to the application and network
requirements and characteristics. A reasonable value can be
equal to2 ∗RTT . Its effect is similar to what was described
earlier in theTTL allocated slot time section. Namely, it
can vary according to a conservative or aggressive strategy.
Also it depends on the size and propagation delay characteris-
tics of the network. Furthermore, this time affects the QoS path
acquisition latency which might be might be limited depending
on the application involved.

Max QREQ tot wait time. Another related delay type is
the QREQ total wait time. This is the maximum allow-
able cumulative wait delay for the QREQ as it propagates
through the network. This delay is controlled by the timer
max QREQ tot wait time. This timer is decremented at
each node according to the time the QREQ had to wait at
that node, and it is forwarded along with the QREQ to the
next node.

Max QREQ QREP tot wait time. A third timer can be de-
fined as Max QREQ QREP tot wait time. This is the
total time for path acquisition (QREQ propagation + QREP
propagation); this time is also decremented by each node ac-
cordingly and forwarded along with the corresponding QREQ
and QREP as they propagate through the system. Whenever a
node is forwarding a QREQ or a QREP message, it checks this
time. If it is zero, then this means the QoS path reservation
process has taken longer than the maximum allowable time
and the corresponding QREQ or QREP message should now
be dropped. Furthermore, the protocol can also take one of the
following actions: (1) Send a notification message to all of the
nodes along the reserved path (the nodes which forwarded the
QREP message from the destination to this node) to return
the corresponding slots which have been allocated and/or
reserved by this path to free status. Or (2) Let those already-
reserved-slots time out to free status as described by the
TTL reserved slot time defined earlier.

The Max QREQ node wait time, Max QREQ tot
wait time, and MAX QREQ QREP tot wait time
timers are optional and can be set to different values,
according to their importance and/or criticality in the
application that is being used.

Similar timing techniques can be employed for the trans-
mission of data packets as well. Timing might be even more
significant as a requirement and in its effect over the perfor-
mance of different applications, such as multimedia, voice, and
video. Such applications are known to have strict requirements
on the total delay permitted for a data packet. This is due to the
fact that the packet can hold voice or video frames that must
be delivered within a certain amount of time beyond which
they become useless and must simply be discarded.

B. Status broadcasting and updating

There are two types of node status broadcasts: synchronous
(periodic) and asynchronous.

Synchronous periodic status updates. Each node broadcasts
its slot allocation status (theST and RT table information
updates) to its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors (i.e. with a 2-hop
TTL). This broadcast is done periodically (synchronously)
according to a predetermined periodic slot status update
frequency. We define this asperiodic status update time.
These periodic updates enable the nodes to maintain updated
neighborhood information as nodes come within or go out of
their range. Furthermore, these updates inform the node of its
neighbor’s slot status information on a periodic basis.

When a node does not receive any synchronous (periodic)
or asynchronous (due to changes in slot status) updates
from a neighbor after a time out period, which we call
Statusupdatetot, it will assume that this node is no longer one
of its 1-hop or 2-hop neighbors, and will delete that neighbor
from its ST andRT tables.

Asynchronous status updates. The status update is done
asynchronously as the status of slots is changed from free to
allocated, or from allocated to reserved. There is no need to in-
form the neighbors of the change from allocated to free which
results from TTL timer expiration. The neighbors will count
down the time of the allocated slots as well and will change
them to free status (i.e. will assume that the corresponding
neighbor node will have done that) if no reservation change is
indicated from the corresponding neighbor node. Note that the
status updates are done with a 2-hop TTL flood to the 1-hop
and 2-hop neighbors.

The asynchronous updates of receive and send slot status
with the three state information which includes theallocated
status, solves the parallel reservation problem stated earlier in
the paper, and eliminates the associated race condition which
is caused by it; this was not done in previous research. When
the 1-hop neighbor receives a separate and different QREQ,
it will now be aware of thefree/allocated/reserved status
of its neighbors’ slots, rather than just theirfree/reserved
status. This way, it will consider only slots which are totally
free according to slot selection and will prevent the related
race condition from occurring. This consideration is done in
the select slot() function which is described later.

C. The main algorithm at an intermediate node

When a node y receives a broadcasting message
QREQ(S, D, id, b, x, PATH, NH) initiated by a neighbor-
ing hostx, it checks to determine whether it has received this
same source routed request (uniquely identified by(S, D, id))
previously. If not,y performs the following steps. Ify is not
a host listed in NH then it exits this procedure. Otherwise,
it calculates the values of the variablesNUyz, ANUyz, and
Fyz, which are define in the following manner:

• NUyz: The number of slots that are not-usable for
sending fromy to z. This means that there exists at least
one confirmed reservation aty or its neighbors, which
does not allow slott to be used fromy to send toz. This
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is due to any violation of any of the three slot allocation
conditions.

• ANUyz: The number of slots that are allocated-not-
usable for sending data fromy to z. A slot is called
ANU (allocated-not-usable) if there exists totally allo-
cated reservations aty or its neighbors, which do not
allow slot t to be used fromy to send toz. This could
be due to any violation of any of the three slot allocation
conditions. However, these violations of any of the lemma
conditions are only and totally due to pure allocations (not
confirmed reservations) aty and/or its neighbors.

• Fyz: The number of slots that are free at a nodey to
send to a nodez respectively. This means that this slot
is currently completely available to be used for sending
from nodey to nodez and therefore satisfies all three of
the slot selection conditions.

Therefore, at nodey, we have to determine a separate set
of NUyz, ANUyz, andFyz for each neighborz of y. When
a nodey receives a QREQ message from a nodex, it uses
algorithm 1 which is shown below to forward the message, or
to insert it in theQREQ pending queue, or to drop it.

Algorithm 1, which is shown below, is used to fix the race
conditions stated earlier. It works in the following manner.
When a QREQ message arrives at a nodey from a nodex,
it does the following. First, it uses three routines to calculate
NUyz, ANUyz, and Fyz from ST and RT tables. Note
that calculating these values would have taken into account
all three of the slot selection conditions.

The algorithm first updates theST and RT tables with
the information in PATH. Then the algorithm initializes the
next hop listNH temp to empty, and then attempts to build
it by adding to this list each 1-hop neighborz of y which
hasb slots free to send fromy to z. The algorithm uses the
selectslot function which takes into account the three slot
allocation conditions mentioned earlier and the information
in the updatedST and RT tables. There are three possible
conditions that can take place.

If at least one neighborz of y hasb slots free to send from
y to z, we call thiscondition1, then theNH temp list will
not remain empty and the nodey will broadcast (i.e. forward)
the QREQ message after incorporating the nodex and the
list li′ (i.e. the list of slots used to send fromx to y) PATH
(using PATH temp = PATH | (x, li′) ). Here, | means
concatenation.

Otherwise, if theNH temp list is empty after checking all
of the neighbors, then that means that there are no neighbors
z of y which haveb slots free to send fromy to z according
to the slot selection conditions. At this point, the algorithm
tries to determine if there is any ”hope”, i.e., if there is at
least one 1-hop neighborz of y which has the condition
(Fyz+ANUyz) ≥ b. This would becondition2. In this case,
the algorithm checks if the maximum time left for the required
allocated slots to become free (or reserved) does not exceed
the maximum total wait time left for this QREQ message
(Max QREQ tot wait time), then this QREQ message is
placed in theQREQ pending queue. This queue will be
scanned each time a slot becomes free to see if at that
point, the QREQ message can be forwarded. This queue will

be discussed in more detail later in this paper. If on the
other hand, no 1-hop neighborz of y has a condition of
(Fyz + ANUyz) ≥ b then there is ”no hope” at the current
time. Therefore, the QREQ message is dropped.

Algorithm 1 The main algorithm at an intermediate node

When a nodey receives a QREQ message
Update theST andRT tables with the information in PATH
NH temp = φ
for each 1-hop neighbor nodez of y do

NHyz = calcR(z, ST, RT )
ANUyz = calcA(z, ST, RT )
Fyz = calcF (z, ST, RT )
if Fyz ≥ b then

L = select slot(y, z, b, ST, RT )
if L 6= empty then

NH temp = NH temp(z, L) | (z, L)
else

Error: cannot haveFyz ≥ b andL = empty
end if

end if
end for
if NH temp 6= φ then

Let (h
′
i, l

′
i) be the entry in NH such thath

′
i=y

let PATH temp = PATH | (x, l
′
i)

broadcast QREQ(S, D, id, b, x, PATH temp, NH) mes-
sage

else
for each 1-hop neighbor nodez of y do

if (Fyz + ANUyz) ≥ b then
let tmas = maximum time left for required
allocated slots to become free (or reserved)
if max QREQ tot wait time ≥ tmas then

insert QREQ message inQREQ pending queue
exit this procedure

end if
end if

end for
end if
Drop QREQ message

D. The selectslot function

The select slot(y, z, b, ST, RT ) function will return a list
of slots that are available to send from nodey to z. It will do
so according to the slot allocation rules stated previously, and
the slot status information which is in the updatedST and
RT tables.select slot() will return an empty list ifb slots
are not available to send from nodey to z.

E. The QREQpendingqueue

The QREQ’s that are waiting for slots to become free
are placed in aQREQ pending queue. While waiting for
the status of the different slots in the table to change, some
slots will be freed and others will be confirmed. Every time
a change in slot status is done (due to timer expiration, or
confirming a reservation), the queue is scanned.

Scanning the QREQ pending queue. Every time the
queue is scanned, all QREQ messages, which have any
of their corresponding wait timers expired, are deleted
from the queue. These timers are:Max QREQ node
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wait time, Max QREQ QREP tot wait time, and
Max QREQ tot wait time. Also, for each QREQ in the
queue, the new values forFyz, ANUyz, and NUyz are
calculated, and it is determined under which conditions the
new QREQ status falls. There are three possibilities:

• Changed to condition 1 (i.e. nowFyz ≥ b): In this case,
forward the pending QREQ and delete the QREQ from
the QREQ pending queue.

• Changed to condition 2 (i.e. now(Fyz + ANUyz) ≥
b): In this case, leave the corresponding QREQ in the
QREQ pending queue.

• Changed to condition 3 (i.e.(Fyz + ANUyz) < b):
In this case, delete the corresponding QREQ from the
QREQ pending queue (i.e. drop this QREQ message).
Here another policy can be adopted which would be to
send a reject message back to the source of the QREQ
to inform it of the rejection if the protocol requires
informing the source nodes of the failing QREQ.

If the TTL for an allocated slot expires, this means that the
slot has been allocated fortoo long and not confirmed (i.e.
reserved) by a QREP message. In this case, the corresponding
slot status inST and andRT tables is set tofree.

If the status of a QREQ message in the queue changes into
condition 1, then the algorithm calls theselect slot() function
for all nodes that are 1-hop neighbors ofy. It then builds the
next hop list accordingly, which will include every neighbor
nodez, for which there areb slots available to send fromy to
z, and the list of these slots. This is done using Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Forwarding the QREQ message from the
QREQ pending queue

NH temp = φ
for every 1-hop neighborz of y do

L = select slot(y, z, b, ST, RT )
if L 6= φ then

NH temp = NH temp | (z, L)
end if

end for
if NH temp 6= φ then

let (h
′
i, l

′
i) be the entry in NH such thath

′
i=y

let PATH temp = PATH | (x, l
′
i)

broadcastQREQ(S, D, id, b,y, PATH temp, NH temp)
delete QREQ message from theQREQ pending queue

end if

F. How our protocol solves the race conditions

Our protocol solves the race conditions stated earlier in the
following manner.

Solving the race condition. Consider the example of Figure 4,
which was presented earlier. The algorithm does not have the
race condition due to multiple reservations at an intermediate
node. This is due to the fact that each slot has three statesfree,
allocated and reserved as mentioned earlier. Specifically,
when node B makes the calculation of the slots available for
transmission to node G, it will consider only slots with free
status. Before forwarding QREQ1, node B will designate slots
7, 8, and 9 asallocated (not yet fully reserved, but notfree

neither) . When QREQ2 arrives at node B, it will consider
only slots offree status and will therefore allocate slots 10,
11, and 12 for the second path. When QREP1 arrives, it will
confirm the reservation of slots 7, 8 and 9 and will convert
them to reserved status. When QREP2 arrives, it will also
confirm the reservation of slots 10, 11, and 12 and convert
them to reserved status. When data transmission starts for
both paths, there will be no conflict at node B.

Another possibility is that QREQ2 arrives at node B and
slot 10 was allocated by another path but slots 11 and 12
are still free. Then QREQ2 will not be discarded because the
number of free slots + the number of allocated slots is less
than or equal tob. It will wait in the QREQ pending queue
until either the allocated slots time out (fail to be confirmed
before a time out period) or are confirmed. In the first scenario,
QREQ2 will proceed from B to E, and in the second scenario
it will be discarded.

Solving the parallel reservation problem. Our protocol
does not have the parallel race condition problem, which
was illustrated in the examples in Figure 3 and Figure 2.
Consider the example in Figure 3. When node B allocates
slots for QREQ1 to reserve them for the A..B..C path, it
must immediately, due to the asynchronous status updates,
broadcast the slot status information to all of its 1-hop and
2-hop neighbors which include node E. So, when node E
receives QREQ2 (before QREP1 comes back to node B), it
will do the slot allocation for the D..E..H path with free slots
only (and later confirm them with the QREP2 message) based
on complete and up-to-date slot status information. Therefore,
node E will allocate only slots which are not at risk of being
in violation of these conditions even when QREP1 comes
back to node B and confirms the slots reserved for the first
path (A..FBG..C). Consequently, there will be no collisions
between nodes B and E when the data transfer begins along the
two separate and parallel paths A..B..C and D..E..F. A similar
analysis can be done for the example in Figure 2 which would
find no risk of collisions due to parallel and simultaneous
reservations for the two separate and parallel paths A..B..C..D
and E..F..G..H. In previous protocols, collisions would have
taken place between transmissions of nodes B and F on one
hand and nodes C and G on the other hand.

G. Network performance improvements

The effectiveness and impact of this conservative strategy
of asynchronous status updates and three-state slot status
will become increasingly significant as both the density and
mobility of the nodes in the network increase. Since the
race condition is more prevalent and costly in both dense
networks and those with increased node mobility, the increased
communication overhead of the asynchronous updates will be
considerably offset by the performance gains resulting from
the elimination of the race condition.

This conservative strategy of the asynchronous status up-
dates with three-state slot status will be more effective and
have more significant impact as the density of the nodes in the
network increases, and as the mobility of the nodes increase as
well. This is due to the fact that the price paid by the increased
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communication overhead of the asynchronous updates will be
more significantly offset by the payoff in the elimination of
the race condition, since the latter is more prevalent and costly
in more dense networks and with increased node mobility
[7][8][12].

These results of the stronger payoff of conservative strate-
gies is supported by and in concert with the usual case
in research where conservative strategies work better with
stressed network conditions, such as increased traffic. On the
other hand, the more optimistic strategies work better for light
loads and light conditions and worse under heavier traffic
loads. An example of this would be the case with token ring
networks, which uses a conservative strategy. Nodes can only
transmit when they acquire the token. Conversely, Ethernet
networks adopt a less conservative or optimistic strategy. A
node transmits as needed, and when collisions occur, the node
backs off and tries again later. It is common knowledge that
token ring networks, with increased overhead, more controlled
transmission and conservative strategies have better perfor-
mance under heavy traffic load conditions as opposed to Ether-
net networks, with less overhead, less controlled transmissions,
and less conservative strategy, which work better under lighter
traffic load conditions. We believe that the same relationships
apply in the case of QoS routing in ad hoc wireless networks.
Consequently, we are applying those principles in this paper to
improve the performance of the ad hoc networks under more
stressed network conditions.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a protocol for TDMA-based
bandwidth reservation for QoS routing in mobile ad hoc
networks. This protocol remedies the race condition which
is not addressed in current research. The algorithm relies
on the maintenance of three-state slot status information
(free/allocated/reserved) at each node, synchronous and
asynchronous slot status updates to 1-hop and 2-hop neighbor
nodes, wait-before-reject strategy, TTL timers for allocated
slots, maximum QREQ node wait time, and max QREQ/QREP
total wait time. In addition, this algorithm provides a solution
to the parallel reservation problem in QoS routing, which was
not addressed in previous research. In the future, we intend
to improve this protocol further by applying more techniques
in optimizing the selection of the next-hop neighbors, and
introducing more delay control. We are also considering the
application of a ticket-based approach used in [13] to control
the number of next hop neighbors selected by a node and
to provide the possibility of a multi-path QoS routing using
our protocol. In addition, we intend to study, and analyze the
performance of the protocol through simulation.
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